An Exploration of Behind-the-Ear ECG Signals From a Single Ear Using Inkjet Printed Conformal Tattoo Electrodes.
Wearable sensors placed behind-the-ear are emerging as being very promising for unobtrusive long term monitoring. Factors such as gait, electroencephalography (EEG), and ballistocardiography (BCG) can all be measured from behind-the-ear in a socially acceptable hearing aid based form factor. Previous works have investigated the recording of electrocardiography (ECG) from the ear, but generally with one electrode placed some distance away from the ear itself. This paper uses recently introduced tattoo electrodes to investigate whether ECG components can indeed be measured from behind a single ear. Compared to a reference photophelsmography (PPG) device we show that the fundamental heart beat frequency is present in behind-the-ear ECG only in half of the cases considered. In contrast the second harmonic is present in all records and could allow the extraction of heart rate to within a few beats-per-minute accuracy. Further signal processing work is required to allow the automated extraction of this, particularly when working with short time windows of data, but our results characterize the signal and demonstrate the principle of behind-the-ear ECG collected from a single ear.